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A musical journey into jazz, rock, classical and modern music, you have to Experience it to Believe it. 11

MP3 Songs JAZZ: Jazz Fusion, ELECTRONIC: Pop Crossover Details: The Early Years Brett Michael

started out playing guitar at the early age of 10 and by the time he was 13 he was an active participant of

the German club scene playing with various different bands such as Razors Edge, Helter Skeltor (a

European Club Favorite), Culture Shock and Tribe. While Brett welcomed the new realm of musicial

creativity bestowed upon him by Billy Cobham and other Jazz greats, he never lost touch with his harder

side, joining forces in Barbara Schenker's band VIVA and in between always looking for a new place to

play, lending a hand with Jody Rocco and then Patrick Gammon ( IKE  Tina Turners Band) and others on

tour. With the helpful guidance of RSM records and Fran Detrick, Brett began his solo aspirations - paying

his dues at the places like the Berlin  Stuttgart Metropol, the Hippodrome in London, the Milton Keynes

Bowl in England and countless other locations around the globe. Later Years While living in London for a

number of years, Brett later joined circles with the likes of Madonna, Craig David, Leo Sayer, Steve

Clarke, The Spice Girls, Lemme (from Motorhead), Sasha, Drum  Bass, Boy George and a host of others

who helped influence his musical aspirations. Over the years, Brett Michael has pulled his varying

musical backgrounds into different songs bringing Jazz Fusion and Rock together. Rewind is another

representation of this from the hard sounds of Burnin Down The House to the soft sounds of Forever

Yours and Sorry to the Latin sounds of Espana or the house sound of Overtime. From the simplistic rock

sound of Going Nowhere and the mixing of Jazz and Classical music in the title track Rewind, Brett

Michael takes you on a wide musical journey giving you a taste of all cultures. Today Brett Michael has

coined the phrase "music is the one thing in life that does not judge you....but is one of the few things that

can bring every emotion and dream from within you..." You just have to believe in the Experience! So.....
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REWIND.... and enjoy The Experience!
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